Abstract. The number-theoretical spin chain has exactly one phase transition, which is located at inverse temperature cr = 2. There the magnetization Jumps from one to zero. The energy density, being zero in the low temperature phase, grows at least linearly in cr -.
l Introduction
In [10] one of us showed that the quotient of Riemann zeta functions could be interpreted for /? > 2 s the canonical partition function of an infinite ferromagnetic spin chain.
This partition function was shown to be the thermodynamic limit
of k-spin partition functions Z k ( ) ! = Σ σ6 ο* e*P(-0Η*(σ)), G k « {O f 1}*, where the energy function H k : G k -* IR of the canonical ensemble is given by Hf » ln(h^) with (1) hg,= l, ^+ 1 (σ,0)==^(σ) and ί£ +1 (σ, l)«hf( ff ) + fci(J -σ), l -σ s (l -οτ 1? . . . , l -a k ) being the inverted config&rati of σ s (σ& ., * , It was shown in [10] that the interaction coefficients /£ : G k -» (R with are asymptotically translation invariant and saturate in the length k of the chain. Moreover, the effective interaction between spins at positions r and / was shown to decaylikel/(r-/) 2 . It turned out to be useful to introduce the grand canonical energy functions H£ : G k -> (R, ^( ) t= H£+ i ( , 1), partly beeause of their symmetries H? (l - 5 ..., l -*) = Itffa, ..., * fc ) = H«(<r k , ..., ,).
In [12] the existence of the thermodynamic limit F(ß) -= ]im k^<X) F k (ß) of the free energy F h (ß) «= -(ß · fc)~ 1 ln(Z fe (/?)) was shown (due to the lack of strict translation invariance of the interaction Standard estimates cannot be applied here).
In [11] thermodynamic expections In the high temperature regime ß < 2 the estimates were derived. In [l 3] it was shown that the values £( ) of the canonical energy function can be naturally interpreted in terms of geodesics coming from and going to the cusp in the modular dorn am.
These geodesics are naturally organized in families of 2* members and labelled by 6 G k . Them Hf ( ) is the length difference between the geodesic with index and the shortest such geodesic (which carries index 0).
This related the spin chain to the quantum scattering theory in the modular domain, since these length differences arise naturally in the WKB expansion of the scattering matrix.
Moreover, numerical evidence was presented that the Riemann zeta function can be well approximated within its critical strip by statistical-mechanical expectations.
The reasons for this observation will be discussed in a forthcoming paper [14] by one of us.
The study of the number-theoretical spin chain is mainly motivated by the idea that probabilistic properties of statistical mechanics, and in particular ferromagnetism, could be helpful in deriving new results in number theory.
We have a somewhat opposite motivation for this paper. Namely, we want to use the above model for studying the phase transition of Thouless type.
It is known since a long time that spin chains with an effective (r -/) ~a interaction do not have a phase transition if α > 2 and have one if α < 2 (see, e.g., Dyson [6, 7] ).
In [16] Thouless argued that for the borderline case α = 2, magnetization should be discontinuous at the critical point. More recently, Aizenman, J. Chayes, L. Chayes and Newman studied the α = 2 case with pair interaction, proving discontinuity of the magnetization and giving bounds for the critical temperature [l, 2] .
Functions related to Z k were treated earlier in the literature (but without the Interpretation s coming from a spin chain).
In [17] Williams and Browne related the values of the function h£ to the radii of osculating circles and noticed the recursion relation Z fc+1 (-1) = 3Z k (-1).
In [8] and [9] Feigenbaum, Procaccia and Tel analyzed functionals on multifractals defined by iterated functions. Using eigenvalue methods, they predicted an infinite order phase transition for a related System (the Tarey model') describing intermittency.
In [4] and [5] Artuso, Cvitanovic and Kenny stated that (in our notation) the values Z£( ) for -/?eN 0 of the grand canonical partition function Ζ£(β)''~Σσεο*εχρ( -Hk (σ)) could be written s largest roots of certain polynomials of degree <|/?|~|-1. The coefficients of these polynomials were given by the coefficients of a linear recursion relation between Z£ ( ) and Zf( ) 9 k + -\<Kk.
Here we shall shortly present a different approach in which the above polynomials are obtained s characteristic polynomials of square matrices (?(/?) of size \ \+ 1. This approach will allow us to analyze arbitrary real positive inverse temperatures β afterwards, a question which was posed in [5] .
For -j8,fcefN! 0 let ^·
Then using the recursion relations h*+i( ", 0) » hf (σ) and h£+ !(σ, 1) = 1ι£(σ) + h£(l -σ) for h£, we obtain and It is remarkable that the asymptotic of the partition function leads to finite expressions for negative integer arguments.
It is known that the values of zeta functions for integer arguments are related to questions in analysis, topology and number theory. Here the free energy is derived from finite approximant$ of the zeta function Z, so that the finiteness of the expressions for negative integer arguments should not come s a surprise. But it woitld be interestiag to find a statistical mechanics Interpretation for the correspondittg property of the analytically continued Riemann zeta function.
The Perron-Frobenius operator
We will now make a similar construction in the case of arbitrary non-negative inverse temperatures β e IRJ . Thus we set for k e N 0 
This formula holds true for / = 0, too. Thus inserting (7) in the representation of C( ) of Lemma l , we obtain with (6) ,= 2-'-' (i +(-iy)
Clearly we need only sum up to / = min (m, r) since for / > r eq. (7) 
On the other hand T P mo \\ 2 < l H-, using Riesz-Thorin Interpolation. The ränge of P mo has codimension m 0 . But that implies that the spectral projection of C(ß) on the interval (l -f , oo) is at most /w 0 -dimensional, because othewise that subspace would have non-empty intersection with the ränge of P mo . So n (l, oo) is purely discrete. D
Remark.
One can show that there is at most one eigen value of C(ß) which is strictly larger than one, using eq. (11). This is of interest when one discusses the convergence speed of the free energy F k (ß) in the thermodynamic limit fc -> oo. This estimate can be used to improve the upper bound (13) . Namely, we have for \< <2 The choice of the vectors 0(/?) is motivated by the fact that 0(2) is an /"-eigenvector of C(2).
Lemma 6« For 0<ß<2 the operator C(ß) on

M ) < P,( ) -= ( ~ l)/,(2) + (2 -/T)/ r (l) +
We will derive the inequality for the expectation which then, together with Lemma 5, implies the existence of a largest eigenvalue λ
(β) £ ϊ(β) > \ of C( ). By Lemma 4 €(β)ϋ(β) = Ο(β) τ Ο(β)ύ(β).
since the (9) holds. On the other hand for \x\ < l Moreover, for 0 < β < 2 its operator norm || C(j8)|| 2 on / 2 (N 0 ) is an eigenvalue, since C( ) is positive so that iiCQS)H 2 =«supcr(C(j5)), and $i»e& by Lemma 6 supa(C( )) = λ(β) is an eigenvalue.
Thus by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem XIIL43 of [15] , Vol. IV λ(β) is a iiiapte eigenvalue with strictly positive eigenvector v( ).
Moreover, the map (R + -> B (1 2 (N 0 ) ), β H-> C( ) is an analytic family in the sense of Kato. Therefore, by the Kato-Rellich Theorem (Thm. XII.8 of [15] , Vol. IV) for 0 < β < 2 the eigenvalue λ is an analytic function of /?, and the positive normalized eigenvector v is analytic in /?, too. D
Lemma 8. For 0 < β < 2 thefree energy F is given by
Proof. First we show that for these inverse temperatures the limit of quotients of grand canonical partition functions exists and equals λ(β).
From Definition (3) of the vectorF/ we see that its zeroth component Proof. We only have to prove that limmpk^^M^) <; 0, since the spin chain of length k G N has been shown to be weakly ferromagnetic in [10] . Then the GKS inequalities imply that 
Now we use the upper bound in (23) for the grand canonical partition function Z t G .
f-O *
With the lower bound (24) for Z k (ß) we obtain sinceby (21)lim k _ 00 Z fc G _ 1 (j8) = oo,and/L > l thisimplieslimsup^ooMfcO?) £ 0.
Discussion of the results
Putting together the lemmata of the last section and the results of [11] , we obtain
Proposition 10. Thefree energy F is real-analytic in ^\{2} t and
• the magnetization M(ß) = l and F(ß) = Ofor > ß cr »== 2
• M(ß) = 0 and £ -i\ ln(2) < ßF(ß) < jSln(3/2) -ln (2) forß<ß cr .
• In addition ßF(ß) < -i(^c r -ß) 2 for l < < ß cr .
Proof. Real analyticity of the free energy in (0, 2) follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma 8. For > 2 the Dirichlet series of the partition function Z(ß) converges absolutely so that F(ß) = 0. It was shown in [11] that M(ß) = l for these inverse temperatures. For ß<2 the lower bound (f -l)ln(2) ^ ßF(ß) follows from concavity of ßF(ß), F(2) = 0 and lim^^0 ßf(ß) = ~ In (2), the last limit being a consequence of Z fc (0) = 2*.
The linear upper bound ßF(ß) ^ In (3/2) -In (2) was derived in [11] . Thus we need only show the quadratic bpund ßF(ß) ^ -i(^c r *-ß) 2 ia the subinterval (jS 2 ,2) of [1, 2) where j(^c r -j8) 2 The estimate ln(l+ χ) ^ χ -χ 2 / 2 for χ > 0 implies for 2 <, β < 2
So the free energy F(ß) < 0 for < 2 or, equivalently, the eigenvalue ( ) of the Perron-Frobenius operator is strictly larger than l . Therefore, by Lemma The lower bound on U shows that the phase transition is at most of second order. One cannot exclude from the upper bound a first-order phase transition, but we conjecture that U is continuous in ß.
The mechanism of this Thouless type phase transition becomes very clear if one considers the logarithmic energy density D (E).
We compare with the Ising chain H k : { -l, 1}* -» [R, H k (a) *= -£* Ä t { . There one has D(E) = -i((l + £)ln(l + £) + (! so that D' (E)-^ln--= has limits lim^ ±1 /)'(£) = T oo. Moreover, the smooth function D is strictly concave, so that the internal energy U(ß) = (dDjdEY l (ß) = -tanh(j8) is smooth in ß e IR. In Figure 2 we show a numerical approximation to the logarithmic energy density D (E) of the number-theoretical spin chain. In [10] we derived the sharp estkaates l <> h£ <, F(k + 2), F (K) being the fcth Fibonacci number. So the energy per particle is bounded by ^ ^ <, ^ln(F(k-l· 2)), and we consider D(E) on the interval [0, In (g)], g t=s ^(14-1/5) being the golden mean.
The phase transition at ß ct » 2 corresponds to an initial slope D'(0) « ß^.for ß> ß cr there is no energy J? with ^'( 1 )»)?, so that U(ß) »0, It se©m$ that lim £^0 D"(E) = 0 which would imply lim^^ U'(ß) == -oo. 
